Frank H. Young, PE, CFEI, LC, LEED AP
Frank Young has always enjoyed fixing things and figuring out how
they work. Growing up, his hero was his great uncle who was an
electrical engineer and one of the smartest men that he knew.
That’s when he decided to be an electrical engineer himself.
Since graduating from Georgia Tech in 1993, he’s achieved that
goal. Frank has provided hands-on electrical engineering consulting
services throughout the United States and internationally since
1993, that last eight of which have been focused heavily on forensic
engineering. His background in healthcare, commercial, retail,
industrial, science and technology, mission-critical and solar power
electrical construction in multiple market sectors gives him the
unique insight and critical attention to detail that insurance and legal
professionals need to get to the bottom of forensic engineering
matters.
Now as a co-founder of his own company, Frank pulls on 28 years of
electrical engineering experience to provide electrical equipment
failure analysis. Through extensive site investigations and
destructive lab examinations, along with appropriate component
testing, he provides expert damage assessments related to flood,
fire, wind, natural disasters and explosions and advises on the
necessary restoration efforts compliant with current governing
codes.
He has provided expert services concerning property damage,
product liability, and construction defects as well as being asked to
testify on issues including if electrical components within pieces of
equipment or systems were related to the initiation of fires,
electrical shocks or electrocutions.
The Franklin, Kentucky, native now calls Centennial, Colorado, home
with his wife and teenage daughter. Outside of the office, Frank
enjoys golf, biking, mountain hiking, photography and playing guitar
(his favorite artist is Eric Clapton, “the Guitar God of all Guitar
Gods”).

“You can tell that Frank truly loves
what he does and enjoys helping
others learn. His presentations
are easy to understand, even
for those that aren’t familiar
with forensic engineering.”

Frank is an entertaining
speaker who leaves his
audiences with valuable,
actionable information
that they can use in
their daily work. He is
happy to customize a
topic for your group as
needed, and some of his
previous presentations
include:
• Electrical Fires:
What, Where, Why
& Who
• Gas Grill Fire Safety
• Electrical Installations
in Hazardous
Locations
• Building Systems 101

To learn more or
schedule Frank, visit:
pinnacle-forensics.com
Frank@pinnacleforensics.com
303.912.5961

